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The group considered options available for the treatment of waters with high levels of turbidity particularly those with large seasonal variations in flow and quality. The discussion centred on horizontal-flow roughing filters (HFR). Dr Mashauri commented on the effectiveness of such systems in Tanzania. Results appear very encouraging and possibilities for development work definitely exist. It was suggested that IRCWD, Switzerland would be interested in suitable field evaluation sites and delegates with sites in mind should contact IRCWD. High levels of performance are possible with a wide range of media and are not significantly grading dependent. Innovation in hydraulic design to facilitate cearing is an area suitable for investigation.

Iron removal was discussed. It was considered extremely important that the nature of the problem be defined, whether in terms of iron concentrations in the raw water or as a contamination problem from iron containing components in the abstraction and distribution system. Several delegates reported success in iron treatment using cascade aeration. Mr Lupiya requested information on the treatment of iron in borehole water.

The discussion relating to chlorine disinfection (particularly by batch process) centred on operator responsibility, motivation and training. The group was strongly of the opinion that this process with obvious overlap in other operator dependent phases of treatment was critically affected by operator efficiency.

It was concluded that it is essential to adequately inform, motivate and train operators. However it was not considered obvious or easy to achieve this training. Attention should be given to language, culture and technical factors in establishing a training structure, which should include a clearly defined localisation plan. Mr Saevels indicated the existence of a caretaker manual from Lesotho which might act as a model for the design of training schemes. (Details available from Mr Saevels).
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